SEVERAL BUILDINGS NEAR COMPLETION AT SOUTHERN

The physical plant is nearing the completion of several buildings. According to Dr. W. H. Davis, president of the University, the buildings located at the Crownover and the Campus buildings are to be used as additional facilities for the School of Business. A new building will be dedicated to the School of Business on November 11.

Four buildings near completion at Southern are:
- The Old and the New
- Foreign Language Office Moves to New Location
- Student Loans Must Be Paid Promptly
- New Courses Opened in 21 Communities

SOUTHERN'S CALENDAR OF EVENTS

July 23 - August 29
- Student Employment
- Library Addition to Be Electrified
- Tentative Plans for Musical Events
- Photographers to Present Salon
- Physical Examination Near Completion

PLANS GET UNDERWAY FOR HOMECOMING; BILL PRICE ELECTED PROGRAM CHAIRMAN

Plants for Southern's annual fall homecoming get under way with the largest number of entries to date. Bill Price, Democrat, is one of the candidates. Ken Allison, Republican, is also one of the candidates.

HIGHWAY TRAFFIC ROUTED THROUGH CAMPUS

Since the highway traffic has been routed through the campus, many faculty members have been able to enjoy the beautiful scenery that surrounds the campus. The highway cuts through the center of the campus, providing a link to the city. The traffic is routed through the campus, allowing for easier access to the various buildings.

REGISTRATION TOTALS 2018

According to Marjorie Smith, registrar, a total of 2,318 students are registered for the fall semester. This is an increase of 200 students compared to last year.

National Conference Attended by Two Faculty Members

Dr. Robert P. Paris, dean of the College of Education, and Dr. James E. Kennedy, associate professor of psychology, were presented with the outstanding educator award at the National Conference of Education in Indianapolis. They are among the few educators to receive this award.

DISTRICT SCHOOL COMMITTEE TO BE HEARD THIS MONTH

A series of district conferences will be held in the latter part of September. The conference will be held at Southern, under the chairmanship of Dr. J. H. Davis, chairman of the department of education.

PHOTOGRAPHERS TO PRESENT SALON

The photography department has plans to have a virtual reality experience. Attendees will be able to view the displays in three dimensions. The display will be held in the campus auditorium on September 10.

PHYSICAL EXAMINATION NEAR COMPLETION

The physical examination will be held in the clinic on September 15. The clinic is located on the second floor of the new building. Attendees will be able to view the displays in three dimensions.
ORIENTATION

Every year a new crop of Southern girls storms the campus not knowing how to do anything or not knowing what students are talking about. They sit in groups in dimensions in which they can see that all girls are talking to each other, and not blame the organizers of the orientation program. The real trouble can only be seen in the discussion with each student. However, the plans might be changed so it would relieve pressure from both the new students and the seniors.

New students don’t seem to have any trouble finding out the things given to them in orientation. However, their final exam comes from upper class students. The main thing lacking in these new-comers is a knowledge of the campus in the horizontal and vertical way. If they can participate in conversation of this type and be able to give opinion concerning necessary subjects, they would be more helpful to make students who would gladly help them in getting started. Then they can be more helpful toward that goal! Perhaps they will go visiting under superimposition (chosen by a faculty committee) who would inform them of the plan of the school as it is not at events, etc., in the answer. Naturally they would also go other essentials, and if these student actually this kind of instruction we think it isn’t an important -at least the social orientation is more obviously lacking. When we think about this, we think of a party, a great, it seems, anything that party knows not about all of it. If the uninformed in this respect had a little more evidence of some knowledge this would be different.

This system would send the school into a new year with a bigger start toward full student participation in events.

F. H.

SIU GROWS UP

It is now evident that Southern Illinois University is becoming a university in size as well as in name. Evidence is practically everywhere on the campus as we notice the industry and construction.

One of the jobs in progress, which undoubtedly everyone has noticed, is at the excavation of the huge ditch on the west side of the campus. The ditch is to be filled with earth and then used to build the road on the hill to the west of the campus. The road and building administration which will be located on Grand Avenue west of Carter’s.

Of course there will take months or even years, to complete, they will undoubtedly seem slow or that they actually, now, will see we them every day. However, we know that eventually mean growth in prominence, which after, all is to everyone ease and inviting for.

A NEW ERA IS DAWNING

Once more the campus becomes a teaching laboratory. Junior and senior students return to school and campus marks the end of an old period and the beginning of a new. A student’s name is never really one for two years, a summer ended the period of childhood and started Southern on her adolescence stage of life. As in all adolescence, the periods of improvement are evident. Southern, like the gangling teenager, is going through the stage of awkwardness with her body and mannerisms, but eventually she will grow up and conform to the social behavior expected of her. Different, like the young man, begins to turn up campus and at last comes a new heating system. Out of the inadequate classroom space comes new classrooms, additions to the library, a new health facility, a new gymnasium, a new laboratory, and a new science building. Performances just like so many others, the 1932 students can take around the campus going to and from classes and with the increase in enrollment has come an increase in college students.

“Gold Rush” among the students and “ Gee, I’m glad I’m a student,” among the new students. Perhaps this is a case of the incoming freshmen of school loyalty, perhaps it is just the adolescence stage of enthusiasm, or perhaps it is just the simple coxcombism of the new student. Southern has at any rate this sport is very evident on campus and although it may not last the adolescence stage, that fostered it.

M. A. N.

PARKING PROBLEM

With the increased in Southern’s enrollment the parking problem is increasing.

With the large amount of commuters, cars are now being parked practically outside of the campus. Not only are there the student and the professor, but the parking space that is within walking distance of the campus. The students that scraped and destitute are becoming plentiful.

We appreciate the building work and other general operations of the University, but it also means that Southern’s parking space should be enlarged in order to solve a very difficult problem that has for too long been ignored.

YELLOW CAB

Running All Points Quick, Reliable Service 25c.

PHONE 68

NEW DRUG STORE CONSTRUCTED BY M. W. CHANEY

A combination drug store and funeral service is being built at 315 E. Main Street, by Mr. M. W. Chaney, who owns the Stanley Drug store, now located at 307 E. Main Street.

It is planned that the building should be opened to the public as soon as possible.

The business will be under the general supervision of Mr. Chaney, and a complete line of drugs, supplies, etc., will be carried.

KDA FRATERNITY TO SPONSOR ALL-SCHOOL DANCE

Sappa Delta Alpha fraternity will sponsor an all-school dance in the Old Gym on October 25th at 8:30 p.m. The dance will be held in the Old Gym and the KDA frat will work on the details. All students are invited.

The program will be on the proposition of the KDA’s, to the enjoyment of everyone.

The first Library Club was founded in Illinois on February 20, 1856 by a lawyer, Paul Perry Stuart, of Chicago, who lobbied three friends of his at the University of Illinois and brought about a group of students known as “Student Interests” as the first Library Club.

The meeting will be in the library on Thursday at 8 p.m.

Yes, it is true, the “reason I can’t go.”

A number of people gathered in the lobby of the hotel at 5:30 p.m. before the meeting was called to order.

Mrs. Bunk, I wish you would come tomorrow night.

Many of the students were not able to attend the meeting due to their financial situation.

Without looking up from his book, Mr. Bunk, "They’re probably my father.

The following are the minutes of the meeting:
Twenty-Five Years
Your FORD DEALER

Vogler Motor Company
“A Good Place To Deal”

Wet wash, washed &
dried, or washed &
finished
Free Pick-up & Delivery
Help Yourself Laundry
On E. Main
Phone 1076-K

DODGE - CHEVROLET - FORD

ALWAYS MILDER
BETTER TASTING
COOLER SMOKING

The Sum Total
of Smoking Pleasure

RODGERS
CHESTERFIELD

The Mighty McGurk
TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY
JOHNNY WESEMULLER

Tarzan and the Leopard Woman,
THURSDAY & FRIDAY
GAIL BUSH

At Gail's

Arizona Days
Admission: $1 & 40¢, tax inc.
**Maroons Ready to Meet Scott Field Saturday**

"Football is the main topic of com- munication on the campus at this present time. There have been several recent football games which have added much interest to the center of campus. The games have been played by the Chicago Maroons and the Scott Field High School Maroons. The teams have been divided into two sections, one comprising the Maroons and the other the Scott Field Maroons."